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Summary
Recommendation ITU-T Y.3033 describes data aware networking pertinent to the data awareness
aspect of future networks envisioned in Recommendation ITU-T Y.3001. It provides the overview of
data aware networking and describes problem spaces that are addressed by data aware networking.
Finally, it describes the design goals for the realization of data aware networking.
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Recommendation ITU-T Y.3033
Framework of data aware networking for future networks
1

Scope

The scope of this Recommendation includes the following items:
•
Overview of data aware networking;
•
Problem spaces of data aware networking;
•
Design goals of data aware networking.
2

References

The following ITU-T Recommendations and other references contain provisions which, through
reference in this text, constitute provisions of this Recommendation. At the time of publication,
editions indicated were valid. All Recommendations and other references are subject to revision;
users of this Recommendation are therefore encouraged to investigate the possibility of applying the
most recent edition of the Recommendations and other references listed below. A list of the
currently valid ITU-T Recommendations is published regularly. The reference to a document within
this Recommendation does not give it, as a stand-alone document, the status of a Recommendation.
[ITU-T Y.2221]

Recommendation ITU-T Y.2221 (2010), Requirements for support of
ubiquitous sensor network (USN) applications and services in the NGN
environment.

[ITU-T Y.3001]

Recommendation ITU-T Y.3001 (2011), Future networks: Objectives and
design goals.

3

Definitions

3.1

Terms defined elsewhere

This Recommendation uses the following terms defined elsewhere:
3.1.1 future network (FN) [ITU-T Y.3001]: A network able to provide services, capabilities,
and facilities difficult to provide using existing network technologies. A Future Network is either:
a)
a new component network or an enhanced version of an existing one, or
b)
a heterogeneous collection of new component networks or of new and existing component
networks that is operated as a single network.
3.1.2 identifier [b-ITU-T Y.2091]: An identifier is a series of digits, characters and symbols or
any other form of data used to identify subscriber(s), user(s), network element(s), function(s),
network entity(ies) providing services/applications, or other entities (e.g., physical or logical
objects).
3.1.3 name [b-ITU-T Y.2091]: A name is the identifier of an entity (e.g., subscriber, network
element) that may be resolved/translated into address.
3.2

Terms defined in this Recommendation

This Recommendation defines the following terms:
3.2.1 data ID: An identifier used to identify a data object. It has a form of a series of digits,
characters and symbols or any of these combinations, which generally do not have any meaning.
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3.2.2 data name: A string of alpha-numeric characters that is used to identify the data object. A
data name, which may have variable length, is usually configured in such a way that it would be
easier to be read and remembered by humans.
NOTE – A data object may have both data name and data ID. In this Recommendation, data name and data
ID are used interchangeably.

3.2.3 data object: An individually identifiable unit of information created by individuals,
institutions and technology to benefit audiences in contexts that they value.
3.2.4 provider: A network element in data aware networking that stores the original data object
in order to provide access to the data object through data aware networking.
3.2.5 publisher: An entity that signs the original data object in order to distribute it through data
aware networking.
4

Abbreviation and acronyms

This Recommendation uses the following abbreviations and acronyms:
API

Application Programming Interface

DAN

Data Aware Networking

FLN

Flat Naming

FN

Future Network

HN

Hierarchical Naming

HR

Hybrid Routing

HRN

Human-Readable Naming

ICN

Information Centric Networking

ICT

Information and Communication Technology

ID

Identifier

LBNR

Lookup-By-Name Routing

N-HRN

Non-Human-Readable Naming

P2P

Peer-to-Peer

PKI

Public Key Infrastructure

RBNR

Route-By-Name Routing

URI

Uniform Resource Identifier

5

Conventions

This Recommendation uses "is recommended" to indicate the main points to be taken into account
in the standardization of data aware networking (DAN). Detailed requirements and their degree
("required", "recommended", or "optional") need further study.
6

Introduction

[ITU-T Y.3001] defines four objectives and twelve design goals which reflect the new emerging
requirements for FNs. One of the objectives is data awareness which allows FNs to have
mechanisms for promptly retrieving data regardless of their locations. Recently, this concept has
been paid much attention in the network R&D community under the name of information centric
networking (ICN) [b-Dannewitz] [b-Jacobson] [b-Sarela] because data acquiring would be more
2
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efficient with this technology, and the concept itself would change the current network architectures
drastically. This Recommendation therefore specifies the framework of data aware networking
(DAN) for FNs.
A major Internet usage today is the retrieval of data whose amount has been changing in an
explosive manner. For instance, the sum of all forms of video (TV, video on demand, Internet, and
P2P) would continue to be approximately 90% of global consumer traffic by 2015 [b-Cisco]. Social
networking services are also creating huge volumes of blog articles instantaneously, ubiquitous
sensor networks [ITU-T Y.2221] are generating massive amount of digital data every second, and
some applications called "micro-blogs" generate quasi-real-time communication that includes
multimedia data [ITU-T Y.3001]. Since this trend is likely to be sustained in the future, FNs should
be able to provide users with the means to access appropriate data in an efficient manner.
At the same time, the behaviour of subscribers has been changed from stationary to mobile. Due to
the unpredictable behaviour of proliferated mobile devices, the resources of information and
communication technology (ICT) are hard to be allocated in advance to accommodate the bursty
traffic generated by mobile users called "flash crowd". Thus, FNs should also adaptively react to
such environment to provide users with the means to access data without interruption.
DAN is a new network architecture that would have the capabilities to deal with enormous amount
of data efficiently in a distributed environment and enables users to access desired data safely,
easily, quickly and accurately, regardless of data locations. This technology enables networks to be
aware of user requests and to react accordingly to support adaptive data distribution. Therefore,
DAN is considered as a key approach to realizing FNs.
7

Overview of data aware networking

DAN enables users to distribute data objects in the network and to retrieve them in an efficient and
adaptive manner. The essence of DAN lies in the name based communication that routes a data
object in the network by its name or identifier (ID).
The name based communication enables not only end hosts but also intermediate nodes between
them to be aware of user requests as well as the corresponding responses in the forms of data name
or ID as well as its attributes.
"Data-aware" in the name of DAN means that the intermediate network elements recognize the data
name or ID as well as its attributes which are provided for the network, and make a decision based
on them. The decisions include:
1)
Routing of user requests and the corresponding responses.
2)
Responding to user requests directly if the requested data object is available.
3)
Processing of user requests and the corresponding responses. The term "processing"
includes any optimization process of the user requests and the corresponding responses
before transmitting them.
Due to this awareness feature of DAN, a network element such as router can route, respond and
process user requests and the corresponding responses to optimize the distribution of data objects.
For example, DAN can route user requests to a nearby cached data object, respond to user requests
by returning the cached data object, and process the data object based on user requests by
modifying the data format, e.g., to fit the capability of the user terminal. By optimizing the data
distribution, users can experience higher throughput and lower latency, and network resources can
be saved by reducing redundant traffic or localizing bursty traffic caused by "flash crowd".
Moreover, the name based communication enables DAN to locate a data object regardless of its
location, which ensures the continuation of communication associated with the names of data
objects without being interrupted by its location change. For this reason, DAN can handle mobility
in a more native manner than the current IP networks where the data object is located by using the
Rec. ITU-T Y.3033 (01/2014)
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IP address of the host holding the data object and the communication is based on the location of the
data object.
Figure 1 illustrates three general use cases of DAN. In case 1 in the figure, a user request for a data
object is routed to the provider of the data object. While the requested data object is downloaded
from the provider to the requester, the data object that is being downloaded can be stored on DAN
elements along the downloading path, e.g., close to the requester. In case 2, each DAN element can
respond to a user request with the data object which is available in its cache or storage so that the
user request does not need to be routed to the provider of the original data object which may be
distant from the requester. In case 3, DAN elements can process the data object before they respond
to the requester so that the format of the data object fits the capability of the user's terminal.

Figure 1 – Use cases of data aware networking
8

Problem spaces

8.1

Scalable and cost-efficient content distribution

Global data traffic has been increasing explosively, especially after various forms of multimedia
traffic were introduced to the current networks. To deal with the problem, multiple heterogeneous
infrastructures have been built on top of the conventional network architectures to provide data
object distribution for users in more scalable and efficient manner. However, the heterogeneity
restricts the interoperability of different infrastructures, which prevents scalable data object
distribution in a cooperated manner. In addition, the infrastructures for the distribution of the
individual data objects are mostly operated as service overlays where the transport network and the
infrastructure of data object delivery are separated. For this reason, network resources used in data
object distribution are often managed in a suboptimal manner, which makes data object distribution
inefficient under the current networks [b-Ahlgren].
8.2

Mobility

The current networks require the communicating end terminals to maintain an end-to-end
connection. However, managing end-to-end connections of proliferating mobile terminals is not a
trivial task with the current IP networks. The problem originates from the use of IP address which is
bound to the terminal's location and thus the change in location of terminal or data object will lead
to failure in the end-to-end connection, thus interrupting the application sessions. Various solutions
to overcome this problem have been proposed, but they also introduced complexity and processing
overhead to the network due to the need for additional network entities such as gateways and
network functionalities such as signalling and tunnelling [b-Kutscher]. The complexity and
processing overhead will be immense and will become an operational problem, especially when the
4
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number of terminals grows and frequent mobility occurs in a vastly distributed network
environment.
8.3

Disruption tolerance

In the current networks, there are various applications which do not require seamless end-to-end
communication, but require continuous sub-optimal communication under disruptive network
environment where an end-to-end disconnection is common. There are several examples:
sensor-based networks making intermittent connectivity, wireless networks experiencing frequent
handovers and vehicular networks having moderate delays and frequent interruptions. However, the
current IP-based network was initially designed to support an end-to-end communication so that it
cannot provide reliable and optimized performance under disrupting network environments.
9

Design goals

This clause investigates the design goals of realizing each architectural components of DAN.
9.1
Naming
DAN is recommended to provide a data object with persistent and unique name.
Rationale: DAN names data objects using a naming scheme to identify each data object uniquely.
There are a large number of identical copies of a data object which are distributed in different
locations since all DAN elements have caching capability. Thus, the name of a data object should
be persistent and unique so that users can access a data object simply based on its unique name
regardless of its location. Unique name may represent one single data object, a group of data
objects, or a group of identical copies of a data object. Moreover, since DAN elements use the
attributes of a data object, e.g., file extension, to process user requests and the corresponding
responses, DAN should be able to provide a naming scheme which supports the attributes of the
data object.
9.2

Routing

DAN routing scheme is recommended to be scalable to support a large number of data objects.
Additionally, it is recommended to support availability and adaptability.
Rationale: Routing in DAN locates a data object based on its name. It can use either a name
resolution process which translates the name of requested data object into its locator and forward
the user request based on its locator, or simply carry out routing based on the name of the data
object without the resolution process. Routing in DAN uses the name of the data object whose
number is estimated to be as high as 10^11 [b-Koponen]. Thus, the routing scheme in DAN should
be scalable to deal with such a large number of data objects. Also, DAN is recommended to
incorporate caching data objects into the routing scheme so that users take advantage of retrieving a
data object from a nearby cache, which provides high availability of the data object. Moreover, a
copy at cache has volatile behaviour since copies are frequently added, deleted, or replaced in the
cache. Thus, a routing scheme in DAN is also recommended to adaptively take into account the
volatile behaviour of copies in the cache.
9.3

Caching

Each network element in DAN is recommended to support a caching mechanism and be also able to
inspect user requests that pass through it so that it can make a decision on user requests and respond
using the cached data objects.
Rationale: To enable DAN elements to respond user requests, caching is a compulsory part of
DAN. DAN is recommended to offer a caching mechanism which benefits from the recognition of
user requests. For instance, since all DAN elements can cache any data object passing through
Rec. ITU-T Y.3033 (01/2014)
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them, a caching decision is preferably made by the DAN elements. It is known as on-path caching
which provides an implicit mechanism for DAN to distribute more data objects to the places where
there are heavy requests with the minimum extra overhead of the caching mechanism.
9.4

Security

DAN is recommended to provide users with a security mechanism to verify the origin and integrity
of data objects.
Rationale: The user of DAN retrieves a data object not only from an original copy provider but also
from any network elements with the cached data objects. Since data objects can be maliciously
modified, every data object in DAN should be signed by its publisher so that a user of the data
object can verify the validity of the data object based on the signature. Since the data object is
expected to be created by the publisher and is expected to be accessed by an unspecified number of
users, an asymmetric cryptography is recommended to be used in the verification. To verify the
signature of a data object, individual users should know the publisher's public key so that they can
verify the origin and integrity of the data object. Therefore, DAN should support a mechanism
which distributes the publisher's public key to the consumers of data objects. For example, an
external third party authority such as hierarchical public key infrastructure (PKI)
[b-IETF RFC 5280] can be cooperated with DAN to distribute public keys, or the publisher which
received a user request provides its public key with the requested data object. This is known as
self-certifying, which the user can verify whether the data object actually comes from the publisher
simply by hashing the received public key and comparing it with acquainted hashed public key
value.
In principle, the data object itself is encrypted so that DAN may allow anonymous users to access it
or restrict the access by imposing authentication. The access control to the data object can be
decided on the basis of the network operator's or content provider's policy.
9.5

Mobility

DAN is recommended to allow the end hosts to communicate without establishing or managing an
end-to-end connection, thus simplifying the mobility aspects of the end terminals.
Rationale: DAN communicates using data name, which eliminates the need for end terminals to use
the address of the data object or the address of the host where the data object is located. This
realizes simple mobility management for the end hosts, especially when the location of the data
object is unclear to the end hosts, or when the data object or the host holding the data object is
relocated during the communication and a handover is required. Moreover, DAN allows the data
object to be stored in intermediate nodes and be retransmitted by the intermediate node on behalf of
the end hosts to adapt to varying network conditions, including fluctuation in data throughput and
temporal disconnection during the handover.
9.6

Application programming interface

DAN is recommended to support two types of application programming interfaces (APIs) for data
object distribution and retrieval: put/get and publish/subscribe based APIs. Moreover, DAN is
recommended to support APIs that enable applications to retrieve the meta information, e.g.,
attributes of data object, to enable the applications to respond to the request accordingly.
Rationale: Most fundamental APIs of DAN define how data objects are distributed to and retrieved
from the network. The put/get APIs allow applications to request and pull a data object from its
serving network element, and the publish/subscribe APIs allow applications to specify what data
object is wanted by them, and then the data object is delivered to the users as soon as it is published.

6
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9.7

Transport

DAN is recommended to support two types of transport mechanisms, receiver and sender driven
transports of data objects.
Rationale: In the receiver driven transport, the receiver sends the requests for specific pieces of a
data object to the sender so that the senders respond to the request accordingly. In this case, the
receiver is responsible for maintaining reliable data transmission by resending requests for any
missing piece of the data object. In the sender driven transport, the sender controls sending rate of
the pieces of a data object while performing loss detection and congestion control.
10

Environmental considerations

DAN is able to provide several mechanisms for operators to reduce the network resources and
energy consumptions. First, network elements of DAN are able to respond to user requests directly
rather than routing them to other end points so that other network elements can save their network
resources and energy. Second, adaptive caching function of DAN localizes bursty traffic caused by
unpredictable mobile users. For this reason, operators do not need to over-provision the network to
handle the unpredictable bursty traffic. Therefore, the installation of unnecessary network resources
can be minimized, which also reduces overall energy consumption level.
A possible drawback is that individual network elements of DAN require additional resources (e.g.,
cache or storage) which increase installation cost initially. Also, processing user requests may
consume more energy.
11

Security considerations

Design goal of security for DAN is described in clause 9.4. Since DAN processes the requests and
responses, various security issues can be raised. For instance, processing the retrieved data object
that contains confidential information in its header may lead to privacy violation.
In addition, the in-network caching function of DAN may cause privacy and ownership issues. As
mentioned previously, DAN secures each data object based on the signature of its publisher rather
than securing the connection between two end points. Therefore, the distribution of public keys
should be also considered while planning and designing DAN.
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Appendix I
ICN: naming, routing and caching
(This appendix does not form an integral part of this Recommendation.)
I.1

Naming

There are two main naming schemes in ICN literature: hierarchical naming (HN) and flat naming
(FLN).
HN has a hierarchical naming structure similar to a current web uniform resource identifier (URI) in
IP networks. There are two reasons to have such a structure. One is to aggregate the names of data
objects under publisher's prefix just as network prefixes are aggregated in IP networks. The other
one is to have IP compatibility so that it can be deployed incrementally in the current IP networks.
Content centric networking [b-Jacobson] adopted this approach. FLN names a data object as a
fixed-length string which is generated by a hash function. This naming scheme can achieve
persistence of data names for individual data objects. However, due to its flatness, naming
aggregation is relatively less efficient than HN. Network of Information [b-Dannewitz] adopted this
naming scheme.
Other than the naming schemes mentioned above, there is another categorical way to distinguish
them: human-readable naming (HRN) and non-human-readable naming (N-HRN). HRN enables
users, to some extent, to guess the relation between a data object and its name. Since this naming
scheme is readable and has a semantic meaning, it could be remembered and reusable once it is
exposed to users. HRN is closely related to HN above. N-HRN does not provide the name of a data
object with a semantic meaning. It is difficult to be learnt or be reusable even though it is exposed
to users previously. Thus, this naming scheme requires a name resolution process which translates
the meaningless name into a semantic name, and vice versa. N-HRN is closely related to FLN
above.
I.2

Routing

ICN routes user requests based on the name of the requested data object. The routing mechanism is
composed of three steps: a name resolution step, a discovery step and a delivery step. The name
resolution step translates the name of the requested data object into its locator, e.g., IP address. The
discovery step routes user request to the data object. The last delivery step routes the requested data
object to the requester. Depending on how the above steps are combined, three routing mechanisms
have been introduced in ICN: route-by-name routing (RBNR), lookup-by-name routing (LBNR)
and hybrid routing (HR).
RBNR omits the first name resolution step. The name of a data object is directly used, without
being translated into a locator, to route user request to the data object. Therefore, ICN network
elements need to hold routing information based on the names of data objects. Since the number of
data objects is far more than that of hosts, maintaining such routing information causes scalability
problem. However, this approach reduces overall latency and simplifies the routing process due to
the omission of the resolution process. Regarding the delivery step, RBNR needs another ID of
either host or location to route back the requested data object to the requester. Otherwise, an
additional routing mechanism, such as bread-crumb approach: a request leaves behind a trail of
breadcrumbs along its routing path, and then response can be routed back to the requester
consuming the trail, is needed.
LBNR uses the first name resolution step to translate the name of the requested data object into its
locator. Then, the second discovery step is carried out based on the translated locator information.
Since the locator information includes IP address, the discovery step can depend on the current
IP-based infrastructures. One challenge issue of LBNR is to construct a scalable resolution system
8
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which maps the names of data objects to their corresponding locator information. The delivery step
can be implemented in the same way as IP networks. The locator of requester is included in the
request message, and then the requested data object is delivered to the requester based on the
information.
HR combines both RBNR and LBNR to benefit from their advantages. For instance, intra-domain
routing where scalability issue is not a serious problem can adopt RBNR to reduce overall latency
by omitting the resolution process. Then, inter-domain routing where scalability is a critical issue
can be supported by LBNR.
I.3

Caching

ICN supports two main caching mechanisms depending on how and where a data object is cached:
on-path caching and off-path caching.
On-path caching selects a caching point(s) among nodes on the downloading path when a data
object is being downloaded from its sender to requester. Since the caching decision can be made
whenever data objects are downloaded, on-path caching provides an implicit mechanism for ICN to
distribute more data objects to the places where there are heavy requests with the minimum extra
overhead of caching protocol.
Off-path caching selects an optimal location of the network and caches a data object on the selected
locations. Its operation is the same as a traditional surrogate server placement in CDN in the sense
that the optimal selection of proper spots over the network yields optimal performance. However,
off-path caching may be suitable only for small networks since it becomes impractical for large
networks due to the significant increase in signalling traffic overhead caused by coordinated
caching among caching nodes.
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